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STOKES BAY SAILING CLUB 

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 

APPENDIX 1 

 

CLASS FLAGS AND START SEQUENCE 
 

 CLASS FLAGS 

 

 Classes will start at the lowering of their class flag (which shall also be considered their preparatory signal). 

 

ALL SERIES with the exception of the SATURDAY SERIES & SUNDOWNER SERIES 

 

 Club Handicap and Topper     RED FLAG and IC Flag ‘T’ 

Catamaran Handicap      BLUE FLAG 

 Dart 18        PINK FLAG 

 Fast Asymmetric Dinghy Handicap (PN ≦ 1002)   ORANGE FLAG 

 Dinghy Handicap       YELLOW FLAG 

 Laser        GREEN FLAG   

   

SATURDAY SERIES 

 

 Cadets        RED FLAG 

Catamaran Start       BLUE FLAG 

 Dinghy Start       YELLOW FLAG  

 

SUNDOWNER SERIES 

 

 Cadets        RED FLAG 

Catamaran Start       BLUE FLAG 

 Dinghy Start       YELLOW FLAG 

 

 START SEQUENCE 

 

ALL SERIES with the exception of the SATURDAY SERIES & SUNDOWNER SERIES (Full sequence) 

 

 At advertised start time -6 min  IC Flag ‘W’ raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time -2 min  IC Flag ‘W’ lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time -1 min Club Handicap and Topper flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time  Club Handicap and Topper flag lowered with one sound signal  

 At advertised start time +1 min Catamaran Handicap flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +2 min Catamaran Handicap flag lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +3 min Dart 18 flag raised with one sound signal (Dart 18 silver fleet start) 

 At advertised start time +4 min Dart 18 flag lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +5 min Fast Asymmetric Dinghy Handicap flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +6 min Fast Asymmetric Dinghy Handicap flag lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +7 min Dinghy Handicap flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +8 min Dinghy Handicap flag lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +9 min Laser flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +10 min Laser flag lowered with one sound signal 

 

 SATURDAY SERIES (Full sequence)  

 

 At advertised start time -6 min  IC Flag ‘W’ raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time -2 min  IC Flag ‘W’ lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time -1 min  Cadet flag raised with one sound signal 
At advertised start time  Cadet flag lowered with one sound signal 
At advertised start time +1 min Catamaran flag raised with one sound signal 

At advertised start time +2 min  Catamaran flag lowered with one sound signal 
At advertised start time +3 min Dinghy flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +4 min  Dinghy flag lowered with one sound signal 
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 SUNDOWNER SERIES (Full sequence)   

 

 At advertised start time -6 min  IC Flag ‘W’ raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time -2 min  IC Flag ‘W’ lowered with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time -1 min  Cadet flag raised with one sound signal 
At advertised start time  Cadet flag lowered with one sound signal 
At advertised start time +1 min Catamaran flag raised with one sound signal 

At advertised start time +2 min  Catamaran flag lowered with one sound signal 
At advertised start time +3 min Dinghy flag raised with one sound signal 

 At advertised start time +4 min  Dinghy flag lowered with one sound signal 

  

   

  

 

  

 

 NOTES 

 

There will only be starts for those fleets with 2 or more competitors and the bridge will indicate these fleets’ starts 

on a board from the bridge.  This means that fleets are not waiting around, going through a start sequence with no 

one starting. 
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